Caldas Funny Arts

Further Information

1 - Are these crafts?
All products presented in Caldas Funny Arts run artesanalmente, from the original painting and modeling will de Caldas
da Rainha

2 - Time of delivery.
The products Caldas Funny Arts are delivered to a maximum of 10 working days after confirmation of payment.
When the quantities requested exceeds the stock the time of delivery will be adapted to production capacity of artisans.

3-How to exchange or return a product?
Since the product has a defect that is the responsibility of Caldas Funny Arts, it is possible to return the same.
You can exchange the product for another of equal value or greater value.
The costs of the exchange are the responsibility of the client.
The costs with the return defective because is the responsibility of the Caldas Funny Arts.

3 - How to order?
A) make his registration
B) In the list of products: choose the products to order, simulating the price of the product plus the shipping and
packaging, plus VAT (21%)

3.a Yes, the time of their registration data is automatically stored in a secure server where only the team of Caldas Funny
Arts accesses.
This information will not be provided in any case to a third party.
These data will be managed by you in your personal area "My Account"

4 - What taxes legally have to pay?
If you reside in the European Union will have to pay taxes on products.
Companies of the European Union, no Portuguese after the purchase is entitled to receive a credit in the amount of VAT,
if the No tax is valid.
Customers outside the EU do not pay VAT.
According: article 14 of RITI; 14doCIVA article, article 71 of CIVA

5 - How to pay?
Payment made by the entity PayPall
http://www.caldas-funnyarts.com
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6 - Link's tourist information on the Region and West Coast Coast

www.portugalvirtual.pt/_tourism/costadeprata
www.cm-caldas-rainha.pt/
www.cm-obidos.pt
www.jf-fozdoarelho.pt
www.naturlink.pt
www.aeiou.pt/registos/s/S_Martinho_do_Porto_Praia_do_Oeste
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